Celebrating 5 years of RBC European
Equity Focus
The RBC European Equity team

The RBC European Equity Focus Strategy (“the Strategy”)
reached its five-year milestone at the beginning of May
2020.
In the five years since the Strategy was launched, markets
and businesses - both in Europe and across the globe have undergone significant disruption. This has come in
the form of the customary macro-economic events that
influence markets but also, more pertinently, through
the continued influence of technological advancement.
The Strategy has delivered a compelling track record of
outperformance against the MSCI Europe Index through
investing in businesses that excel in their respective
sectors.

Meanwhile, the characteristics of the portfolio reflect the
quality of the businesses in which we invest. (Exhibit 2.)

Exhibit 2: Portfolio characteristics

Strong, long-term outperformance driven by stock
selection
Through a committed and consistent philosophy and
process, the Strategy has delivered a return of 20.6% which
represents a cumulative outperformance, relative to its
benchmark, of 15.3% since inception. (Exhibit 1).
The team manages the Strategy based on in-house
fundamental research and this ultimately leads to a highconviction, concentrated portfolio (between 30 and 40
stocks). As one would expect from a strategy that focuses
on the underlying businesses, outperformance over the
long term has been driven by stock selection rather than
allocating across countries or sectors.

Source: RBC Global Asset Management, European Equity team. Data as
at May, 2020.

Expanded and diversified team
In the five years since the Strategy launched, the team
has grown significantly, both in terms of size but also
capabilities.
One notable addition has been that of our Portfolio
Engineer. This has enabled the portfolio managers
to embed data analysis and real time risk monitoring
through various models into the day-to-day running of the
portfolios.

Exhibit 1: Gross performance relative to MSCI Europe Net Index

Past performance is not indicative of future results and is calculated in EUR. Returns are presented gross of management fees.
Source: RBC Global Asset Management. Data as at May, 2020.
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Portfolio Managers are now able to take into account the
portfolio’s risk profile relative to the market, while still
adhering to the team’s philosophy of investing in excellent
companies over the long term. This has produced a
portfolio that derives the majority of its risk through stocks
that we know and understand rather than factors. (Exhibit
3).

Exhibit 3: Fund risk profile

Sustainability and ESG
As investors have come to realise that there is no ‘one
size fits all’ approach to ESG, the importance of carefully
establishing how ESG and the concept of corporate
sustainability fits within investing has never been greater.
As fundamental investors we have always approached
ESG on a materiality basis, i.e., which aspects of ESG
matter most to each individual company that we own.
For a consumer goods company, packaging and product
safety are likely to be far more important than, say, to a
telecommunications company.
For that reason, while we incorporate external scoring
into our ESG analysis, we feel that what is of most value
to investors is our own analysis and application of ESG
factors. Engagement is also key to this: as active owners,
we engage with management to ensure that not only are
companies aware of our views and concerns, but also
to create a feedback loop whereby we, as investors, can
help to facilitate the necessary move towards a more
sustainable corporate environment.

The strategy brings global exposure through
excellent European companies
Source: RBC Global Asset Management, European Equity team. Data as
at May, 2020.

The Portfolio Engineer also undertakes a certain amount of
proprietary research often related to investment themes
and concepts that the team is engaged with. This in turn
has given the team an additional tool with which to analyse
different ideas. This research has covered a broad range
of subjects, such as how profitability has been linked
to market-defined valuation, as well as the correlations
between quantitative ESG factors and more traditional
factors. This research has provided the team with unique
insights into how we both manage the portfolios and
analyse companies.

As investors we have never attempted to capture the ups
and downs of the European economic cycle, especially
as we believe disruption has called into question the very
nature of that cycle. Instead we have searched intently for
those companies that excel in their fields on the global
stage.
Europe has great exposure to foreign markets and many of
the companies that we invest in are the global leaders in
their respective sectors. (Exhibit 4)
These global leaders in the portfolio include the world’s
leading luxury brand, a Diabetes care company, and a
diagnostics company.

Exhibit 4: Domestic vs foreign revenue of listed European companies

Source: RBC Global Asset Management, Morgan Stanley Global Guide 2020. Data as at June, 2020.
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With particular strengths in the areas of luxury goods and
health care, together with increasing numbers of young
tech start-ups, Europe continues to provide us with the
opportunity to invest in extremely high quality companies
that we believe are able to compound shareholder returns
in the long run.
What we look for in these companies revolves around
the firm’s ability to show high and sustainable levels of
profitability, usually with low levels of capital intensity and
accompanied by a competitive advantage over its peers.
Good governance by management teams is integral to
ensuring that companies are positioned to achieve this,
and this is something that is helped by regular engagement
with management.

The future
Our aim continues to be to locate these high-quality
companies and through a concentrated portfolio establish
significant positions. It is through this concentration,
combined with companies that display the qualities
we have described, that we believe we can continue to
generate strong returns in the future. We believe that
corporate and socio-economic disruption will continue to
provide interesting opportunities for active investors in
Europe, and we think we remain well positioned to navigate
these opportunities in the years to come.

While reviewed repeatedly over the life of the Strategy to
ensure constant improvement, our investment process
remains fundamentally the same. Methodical and rigorous,
the team’s engagement with companies, management,
sell-side analysts and experts helps to formulate and
challenge the team’s convictions while still adhering to our
philosophy. (Exhibit 5)

Exhibit 5: Performance relative to peer group

Source: Past performance is not indicative of future results and is calculated in EUR. Returns are presented gross of management fees.
Returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. Last 5 years through to 31.05.2020. Created on 29.07.2020 from a universe of 59.
Further eVestment information can be found in the disclaimer. Results displayed in EUR using Spot Rate (SR). 1EURIBOR- 3 month, 2MSCI Europe-ND.
Universe: eVestment Pan-Europe Large Cap Equity.
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